
 

 
Dear Parents/Carers, 

 
Introducing our exciting new home reading initiative! 

 
I’m delighted to tell you that our school is now using MyBookBlog (MyBB), a fantastic new 

website that motivates children to read books.  

 

Children are supported to choose a great book using MyBB’s blurbs, book trailers and the 

ratings and reviews of other children.  

 

Once they have chosen a book to read they will then need to locate a hard copy of their 

book, as they will read this alongside completing the online activities linked to each 

chapter of the book. This copy may be located in a variety of places including our class 

reading corner, our newly established MyBB library, their own personal copy or one loaned 

from a local library. They will be able to access their activities by selecting the book using 

their personal login and adding it to their virtual book shelf. Your child’s login has been 

attached to this letter. Each MyBB book will have a sticker inside the front cover identifying 

it. 

 

Please ensure that our new books are well looked after and returned swiftly to school. The 

titles are also widely available in shops and public libraries – your child can show you how 

to search for books to read. 

 

We suggest that children read between 20 and 60 minutes most evenings. The best way 

you can support them to do this is to read a chapter or two to them, just before bed when 

it is quiet and calm, and let them read the next chapter on their own. We encourage 

children to read whatever they want – the most important thing is that they enjoy reading 

and see reading a book as exciting.  

 

After the children have read a chapter, they return to MyBB for support through the story. 

They blog their thoughts and feelings, grow their vocabulary, explore book- related non-

fiction, and collect jokes and cards as they read.  

 

 

We’re sure they’d like to show MyBB to you – the website is on our school’s homepage or 

you can access it using the following URL and adding it to your favourites: 



 

 

https://mybookblog.org/plogin/sandal-castle 

 

 Each child has their own unique password formed of an animal, a colour and a number. 

Teachers read and respond to children’s blogs and view their progress. MyBB’s privacy 

policy is located on mybookblog.org. 

 

MyBB sends weekly emails to those parents and carers for whom we have email addresses. 

Each email says which books their child has read that week and what their favourite words 

and facts were. It also makes a suggestion for something to talk about.  

 

If you have further questions, we’ll be hosting a parent/carer session on Wednesday 22nd 

November at 6:15pm-7:15pm.  

 

Please complete the tear-off slip below, indicating if your child has access to the Internet at 

home. 

 

With best wishes, 

Nichola Russell 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

_____________________________________ in Class _______________ does / doesn’t 

[delete as 

                           (name of child)                                           (class name) 

 

appropriate] have access to the Internet at home.  

 

If you don’t have Internet access at home, please complete: 

 

I’d like / I wouldn’t like [delete as appropriate] my child to access MyBB during school. 

 

I would like the MyBB parent email to be sent to:   

 

 

______________________________________ 

                      (e-mail address) 

https://mybookblog.org/plogin/sandal-castle


 

 


